For a given approximate vertex coloring algorithm a graph is said to be slightly hard-tocolor (SHC) if some implementation of the algorithm uses more colors than the minimum needed. Similarly, a graph is said to be hard-to-color (HC) if every implementation of the algorithm results in a nonoptimal coloring. We study smallest such graphs for the smallest-last (SL) coloring algorithm. Our main result is that the prism is a unique smallest SHC graph and the prismatoid is a unique smallest HC graph for the SL algorithm.
I. Introduction
As a rule, the performance of graph coloring heuristics is studied by giving asymptotic results. These are usually the worst-case performance guarantee and the worst-case time complexity. Both functions tell us what one can face at worst when using a given graph coloring heuristic if the number of vertices n goes to infinity. However, we do not know what is going on at the other end of the scale, say when n < 10. Therefore, Hansen and Kuplinsky [3] introduced the concept of a smallest hard-to-color graph and slightly hard-to-color graph. These are the smallest graphs which cannot be colored optimally by some approximation algorithms. The aim of studying such graphs is to try and obtain improved algorithms which avoid hard instances as far as possible. The definition of hard-to-color graphs is as follows.
A graph G is said to be slightly hard-to-color (SHC) with respect to an algorithm A if for some instance of it the number A(G) of colors used satisfies A(G) > z(G).
We similarly define a hard-to-color (HC) graph as one for which every application of the algorithm (i.e. no matter what choice is made to break ties) results in a nonoptimal coloring. Moreover, we determine smallest graphs for which a given algorithm produces nonoptimal colorings. More precisely, in the case of SHC graphs we are looking for a graph G which realizes min{[E(G) A similar definition applies to HC graphs.
So far the only heuristic with the known smallest HC and SHC graphs has been the largest-first (LF) algorithm. Namely, Hansen and Kuplinsky [3] proved that path P6 and the envelope graph are the unique smallest SHC and HC graphs, respectively, for algorithm LF. In the same paper they showed that P4 is the smallest SHC graph for a random sequential algorithm (the HC graphs for this method do not exist). Babel and Tinhofer [1] studied a connected sequential algorithm and proved the fan F5 to be the smallest SHC graph (a smallest HC graph for this method is unknown). A catalogue of smallest HC/SHC graphs for many graph coloring algorithms has recently been published in [5] . In the present paper we prove that the prism and prismatoid are unique smallest SHC and HC graphs for the smallest-last algorithm, respectively. Phase 2: Color the succeeding vertices greedily, i.e. so that for each i = 1 ..... n the color c(vi) = min{k E N : c(vj) ¢ k for each j < i such that {vi, vj} E E(G)}.
Preliminary results

Let G = (V(G),E(G)
The SL algorithm with various refinements are due to Matula et al. [6] . This heuristic can be implemented to run in time proportional to the size of G, i.e. O(m + n), where m is the number of edges in G. Johnson [4] showed a family of bipartite graphs for which the number of colors used by some implementation of SL is O(n).
Any sequence of vertices obtained after Phase 1 will be called an SL ordering. Let S(G) be the set of all SL orderings of the vertices of G. Given an SL ordering s = (vb..., v,), by SL(G,s) we denote the number of colors used by SL when applied to s, that is SL(G,s) = max{cs(vi) : 1 <~ i <. n}. An SL ordering of V such that the induced coloring of G is optimal will be called an optimal ordering.
The SL algorithm has some nice properties. It colors optimally the following bounded-degenerate graphs: trees, cycles, unicyclic graphs, wheels, trees of polygons, 2-trees and so-called necklaces. A necklace Ni,...,ik is a graph whose edges constitute k 1> 2 paths of lengths il ..... ik joining the same pair of vertices. All paths are vertex-disjoint except their endpoints. For example, cycle C5 can be regarded as N2, 3 or Nl,4. On the other hand, the SL algorithm colors optimally complete bipartite graphs, Johnson's bipartite graphs [4] and Mycielski's triangle-free graphs [7] . In addition, SL colors suboptimally k-degenerate graphs with at most k + 1 colors. In particular it 4-colors a cubic graph and yields 6-coloring of any planar graph.
In the following we need a notion of the core of graph. The core of G is a subgraph obtained by pruning away all pendant vertices, successively until there are no vertices of degree 1. The following proposition enumerates the main classes of graphs that are colored optimally.
Proposition 2.1. No 9raph whose core is:
(1) a sinole vertex, (2) a wheel (3) a complete bipartite 9raph, (4) a tree of polygons, (5) a necklace, (6) a k-tree, is SHC for algorithm SL. For algorithm SL, a graph G is HC 
. Vn--l,V) E S(G) and SL(G,s')<~max{SL(H,s), p(v) ÷ 1}. Thus Stmin(a) ~ st(a,s t) ~ max{SL(H,s),p(v)+
1} ~< max{z(H), p(v)+ 1} ~< max{z(H ), z(G)} = z(G), a contradiction. []
The prism graph
Definition 3.1. By the prism Pm we mean a graph shown in Fig. 1 .
The prism is an SHC graph for the SL algorithm.
Proof. Note that z(Pm)= 3. An SL ordering that leads to 4-coloring is shown in Fig. 1 Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that G is a smallest SHC graph which is smaller than Pm. Consider three cases depending on its chromaticity. Case 1: G is 2-chromatic. By Proposition 2.5 G is at least 2-regular. The following graphs have these properties: K2,2, K2,3, K2,4, C6, N1,3,3 and K3,3 -e. By Proposition 2.1 the first five graphs are 2-colored by SL. Thus all we have to consider is SL ordering of/£3,3 -e. Let v be the endvertex of edge e which is colored at latest. Since K3,3 -v is complete bipartite, it is colored optimally by SL. Thus v gets the other color than that assigned to its neighbors.
Case 2: G is 3-chromatic. By Proposition 2.5 G is at least 3-regular. The only graph with these two properties is /£5 -2K2. By Proposition 2.3 it cannot be the smallest SHC graph, since it has a vertex of degree 4.
Case 3: G is k-chromatic, where k >~ 4. By Proposition 2.5 G is at least 4-regular. If it has 5 vertices, it is/£5 which is colored optimally. If G has 6 vertices, it must be larger than Pm. [] Theorem 3.1. The prism is the unique smallest SHC graph for the SL algorithm.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 it is enough to consider graphs with 6 vertices and 9 edges. Among them the only bipartite graph is/{3,3 which is colored optimally by SL. Case 2: The last vertex is u or v. By symmetry let it be u. Subgraph H-u is uniquely 3-chromatic with maximal independent sets: {t,y}, {v,z}, {w,x}. As previously, it is colored optimally by SL. Therefore vertex u requires color 4.
The prismatoid graph
In
both cases c(t) ~ c(u) ~ c(v) ~ c(w), so SLmin(Pd) = 5 > 4 = ;t(Pd). []
In the following we give a sequence of propositions, lemmas and corollaries leading to a conclusion that the prismatoid is the smallest HC graph with respect to SL.
Proposition 4.1. A smallest HC graph G for the SL algorithm cannot have two vertices v,w E V(G) such that (i) p(v) = 6(G), (ii) {v,w} ~_ E(G) and (iii) N(v) C_ N(w), where N(v) is the neighborhood of vertex v in graph G.
Proof. Suppose that G is a smallest HC graph for SL with two vertices fulfilling con- 
. Vn-l,v) E S(G) and SL(G,s') = SL(H,s), since each vi gets the same color as in the SL coloring of H and v gets a color c(v) <<, c(w). Thus SLmin(G) ~< SL(G,s t) = SL(H,s) = z(H) ~< x(G), a contradiction to SLmin(G) > z(G). [] Proposition 4.2. A smallest HC graph G for the SL algorithm with z(G) = 6(G) = 3 cannot have three vertices u, v, w E V(G) such that (i) p(v) = 3, (ii) u,w E N(v) and (iii) (N(u) N N(w)) -{v} is not an independent set of G.
Proof Fig. 5 , where we give an SL ordering that leads to 3-coloring. 
2). (ii) A~N(c) and B(7-N(c). Suppose ACN(c). Then by (i) there is bi f[ N(e). Proposition 2.4 implies N(bi)=
